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A0 =  
118.9cm x 84.1cm 
(33.1” x 46.8”)

A NOTE ABOUT A0 PRINTS
As this size is generally larger 
than the orginal artwork 
and/or the resolution of the 
transparencies and scans from 
which the print will be made I 
may have to warn you not to 
expect the sharpest of print; it 
depends on the image chosen.

A1 = 
84.1cm x 59.4cm 
(23.4” x 33.1”)

A2 =  
59.4cm x 42cm 
(16.5” x 23.4”)

A3 = 
42cm x 29.7cm 
(11.7” x 16.5”)

INTERNATIONAL PAPER SIZES
& CANVAS PRINTS

MAGAS

HEADS PLUS

12” VINYL LP

SIZE COMPARISON

12” VINYL LP

SIZE COMPARISON

               200gsm        Canvas

A3       $55           $72

A2       $70           $95

A1      $122        $138

A0      $145        $205

These prints in international paper sizes are 
printed  on 200gsm stock with your choice of 
gloss or satin �nish or on canvas. Each will be 
signed and dated and you are welcome to 
request a dedication or other personalised 
caption.

All prints have an unprinted 5mm white 
border, but for prints on canvas, which are 
supplied �at, please consider whether you 
intend to mount the print on frameless 
stretcher which will need an extra wide border 
to go around the sides.

Choose the size you prefer and I’ll let you know how 
well the image you like �ts the proportions.

60x81cm (24x32”)

60x91cm (24x36”)

50x76cm (20x30”)
45x60cm (18x24”)

40x50cm (16x20”)

30x40cm (12x16”)

MAGAS
HEADS PLUS

12” VINYL LP 

SIZE COMPARISON

12” VINYL LP 

SIZE COMPARISON

(Printed area may vary slightly depending on aspect ratio of original artwork)

200gsm Semi-gloss. Each will be signed and dated and you are 
welcome to request a dedication or other personalised caption.

60x91cm (24x36”)

60x81cm (24x32”)
50x76cm (20x30”)

45x60cm (18x24”)

40x50cm (16x20”)

30x40cm (12x16”)

LEGACY U.S. & IMPERIAL SIZES

60x91cm (24x36”)   - AU$125.00
60x81cm (24x32”)   - AU$120.00
50x76cm (20x30”)   - AU$105.00
45x60cm (18x24”)   - AU$86.00
40x50cm (16x20”)   - AU$68.00
30x40cm (12x16”)   - AU$55.00

or email:

http://www.salwowski.com/contactform.html
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